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CRAFTING YOUR VISION

Our frames are built from lightweight 
yet robust aluminum extrusions and 
connectors, forming the core structure. 
These extrusions come in diverse shapes 
and sizes, offering flexibility in design.
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The system arose from a need for flexible exhibit design alternatives to 
traditional stick extrusions. Stick extrusions demanded much labor and 
time for assembly, restricting design flexibility and adaptability to different 
booth sizes. Modular frames, with lightweight aluminum framing and 
built-in connectors, solved these issues by enabling quick assembly and 
disassembly without specialized tools.
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ORIGINS



Modco frame systems offer the world of exhibit 
construction a modular aluminum framing solution. 



Modco frame systems offer the world of exhibit 
construction a modular aluminum framing solution. 

PRINTING SOLUTIONS
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FULL IN-HOUSE FINISHING
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CURVE YOUR INNOVATION
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Break up the monotony and add 
some visual flair to your exhibit 
booth with our curved frames. 
Draw more attention to key areas 
of your booth to make it feel more 
dynamic and modern. 
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EXHIBIT EXCELLENCE
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10 x 10 CONFIGURATIONS
Modco Modular Display 10 x 10 booths 
are three-dimensional pre-designed 
exhibit configurations. Stylish and lively, 
these compact builds are exceptionally 
suited for tight floor spaces. Accessories 
such as shelves, lights, and countertops 
are available.

MODCO
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MODCO
20 x 10 CONFIGURATIONS
20 x 10 booth spaces are the most 
popular due to the open spacious area. 
Our Modco 20 x 10 configurations are 
designed for free flowing traffic of guests 
while maintaining a beautiful exhibit 
space that continues to impress the 
crowds.



LARGE CONFIGURATIONS

MODCO

A larger exhibit booth offers you ample space 
to showcase your brand, products, or services 
effectively. With room for custom displays 
and interactive experiences, you can attract 
more attention, host live presentations, and 
engage with visitors on a deeper level. The 
extra space also provides flexibility for 
networking and one-on-one interactions, 
enhancing your visibility and impact at the 
trade show
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